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Analysis of the "Electric FYDP" force costing model's
ability to estimate alternative force structure costs is
presented and related to the current Department of Defense
planning, programming, and budgeting system. The "Electric
FYDP" cost model is described in economic and mathematical
terms. An analysis of the model's workability, as defined
by Michio Hatanaka, in modeling a military service economy
for use in force cost prediction and force cost analysis is
presented. The problems in estimating the parameters of
the "Electric FYDP" are discussed and current parameter es-
timation procedures are appraised. Preliminary sensitivity
analysis is performed. The conceptual use of estimates of
force cost variance in scheduling procurement of future
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In 1970 the Department of Defense presented an auto-
mated force costing model to assist in apportioning the
DoD budget among the various DoD agencies. The model is
called the "Electric FYDP" force costing model. This paper
concerns that model and is written in order to appraise it.
Two methods may be used to evaluate the applicability
of a mathematical model. One method involves the use of
past data to generate predictions from the model and com-
pare such predictions with experience. Repeated testing
in this retrospective manner can permit confident valida-
tion of the model's relationships. A second method is to
evaluate the logic of the model. This method entails an
explicit identification and evaluation of the assumptions
which are required by the logical relationships of the model
An analysis of the logic of input-output models in general
and the "Electric FYDP" force costing model in particular
will be presented in this paper.
The first section of this paper is intended to provide
the context within which the "Electric FYDP" costing model
is used. That section will describe the planning, program-
ming, and budgeting system currently employed at DoD and
will accentuate the important role the "Electric FYDP" cost
model serves in that process.
One use of cost predictions is to provide information
for the scheduling of new weapon systems. The scheduling

of new weapon systems is constrained by force cost esti-
mates. In order to show this relation, the problem of
force modernization scheduling is presented. However, the
scheduling problem will be described only. Conceptual
ideas are presented which may be relevant to its solution,
but no attempt will be made to offer a solution. It is in-
cluded to point the way for future research and show the
scheduling problem's dependency upon reliable force costing
procedures
.
In Section III the "Electric FYDP" force costing model
is described in economic and mathematical terms. The pro-
cess by which the model is used to predict force costs and
to perform force cost analysis is presented in Section IV.
The purpose of that section is to explain how the "Electric
FYDP" cost model operates.
The necessity for the validation of a mathematical model
is to allow the user of the model to feel confident that the
model computes accurate force costs where accuracy is as will
be described in the body of this report. Until some valida-
tion procedure is used to determine the validity of the
model the user can place little confidence in the model.
Model validation can be performed by either empirical test-
ing and comparison of predictions and realizations, or by an
examination of the model's ability to accurately describe
the process being modeled. In the case of the "Electric
FYDP" model, empirical testing validation procedures were
not done because the necessary data was not available. Hence,

an analysis of the "Electric FYDP" force cost model's logi-
cal structure is presented.
Section V presents an analysis of the workability of
the "Electric FYDP" cost model for use in force cost pre-
diction and force cost analysis. Michio Hatanaka's scheme
of analysis is used [6] . The intention of the analysis is
to evaluate all implied and explicit assumptions required
by the "Electric FYDP" force costing model. In th e author '
s
opinion^ this scheme of model validation does not appear to
have been performed prior to the use of the "Electric FYDP"
model at DoD. The preliminary evaluation presented in
Section V and the resulting conclusions indicate that thor-
ough validation procedures using past data to test and
analyze the predictive ability of the model should be per-
formed
.
In Section VI the problem of estimating the model pa-
rameters is examined. The current method of estimation of
parameters using one-sample point is explained, and the im-
plication of using one-sample point estimates of variables
which are subject to random variations is discussed. Sig-
nificant variations in total force cost estimates due to
parameter errors are demonstrated by use of a simplified
version of the model which uses the same procedures employed
by the "Electric FYDP" force cost model.
The "Electric FYDP" costing model is a deterministic
costing model. Currently, the estimates of model parameters
are computed as though they were not subject to random varia-
tions. Analysis of the model's logic presented in Section IV

implies that the estimates of the model parameters are sub-
ject to error. It is the thesis of this paper that the
"Electric FYDP" costing model can better serve its intended
purpose if the errors in its parameter estimates were ac-
counted for in its costing methodology. It is explained
in Section VI that the use to be made of the model dictates
the parameter estimation methodology which sould be used.
The difference between describing causality and describing
correlation is discussed. To explain causality requires
descriptive parameters based upon logical relationships;
whereas, to explain correlation requires a predictive pa-
rameter based upon regression theory. The distinction may
seem trivial. If the model is used to describe only, es-
timating the expected value of individual random variables
becomes the estimation problem. If the model is to be used
to predict, then simultaneous multiple equation regression
analysis is the estimation technique which should be used.
It is not necessarily true that predictive parameters will
be the same as descriptive parameters for input-output models.
Aggregation errors alone may be sufficient to make them in-
comparable. If the DoD decision maker has little confidence
in the parameters of the model, he will have little confidence
in the solutions produced by the model.

^11. CONCEPTUAL DESCRIPTIONS OF PROBLEMS TO BE ADDRESSED
A. THE PLANNING, PROGRAMMING, AND BUDGETING SYSTEM
Current trends in the Federal Government indicate that
a reordering of national priorities is taking place [1]
.
As a result of this reordering, it is the author's opinion
that the Department of Defense will not receive the degree
of funding it has been accustomed to receiving. As Depart-
ment of Defense appropriations decrease in real terms, com-
petition for funds among all Department of Defense agencies
will heighten.
Quantitative analysis will play a more influential role
in the budgetary process. In addition to political factors
and threat implications, the decision maker in defense man-
agement will be forced to rely more heavily on quantitative
analysis to assist in deciding difficult fundamental intra-
service decisions regarding budgeting of total Department
of Defense funds [2].
A system of planning, programming, and budgeting has
been used in national defense management. Planning and bud-
geting should be effectively linked to insure that force
structures planned to meet national strategy are provided
by sufficient appropriations. This concept has been widely
accepted as desirable since the early 1960 's. There has
been great difficulty in obtaining effective application.
Past problems with the PPBS in the Department of Defense
seem to be related to a lack of timely effective communica-
tions between OSD(SA) and the DoD agencies. The current

PPBS at DoD is designed to eliminate this lack of timely
effective communication between OSD and the DoD agencies [3].
It has been suggested that the current PPBS will re-
quire more and better analysis of possible alternatives by
each DoD agency competing for funds. Early in the budgeting
cycle a tentative fiscal guidance memorandum is issued to
each DoD agency by the OSD staff. The TFGM tells each agen-
cy the funding it may expect over the next five years by
FYDP program category. Contained in each TFGM are dictated
expenditure levels called "fences." "Fences" are amounts
that must be budgeted by the agency concerned for specified
programs or groups of programs. Each military service and
other defense agencies respond to the TFGM by compiling and
submitting to OSD(SA) a document called the Program Objec-
tive Memorandum. In the POM each agency and service pro-
poses three alternative programs in terms of forces, manpower,
and dollar costs. The first alternative total program re-
flects a base program in which each service and agency has
budgeted total TFGM funds while observing all "fences."
The second alternative total program reflects a program in
which the agency or service concerned has budgeted total
TFGM funds, i.e., "fences" are not observed. The third al-
ternative total program is known as the "decremented case."
It provides the agency's or service's total program if the
total funds specified in the TFGM were to be decremented by
a specified amount both with and without "fences."
The forces contained in the POM submission reflect the
Joint Strategic Operations Plan I, the Strategy Guidance
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Memorandum, and the Joint Force Memorandum. These docu-
ments are formed in the earlier planning phase of the bud-
geting cycle in which a strategy is planned and forces
required are determined by the National Security Council,
Secretary of Defense, and Joint Chiefs of Staff.
Within the POM there is a written assessment of the
risks involved or the military gains accrued as a result of
the variances between alternative program allocations of
the total budget. This assessment of risks and military
gains will be done by the agency or service submitting the
POM. The burden of detailed force planning and trade-off
analysis is placed with the services and agencies. This in-
creased analysis role for the services and DoD agencies will
require a marked increase in the analysis capability of all
DoD agencies [2] .
As with earlier versions of the PPBS at DoD level, the
new PPBS will require effective timely communication between
each service and the OSD(SA) staff. The budget variances
between the TFGM and POM must be resolved before each ser-
vice's budget is finally set. This will require rapid def-
inition of policy issues and the resolution of differences
in methodology early in the budgeting cycle.
B. THE "ELECTRIC FYDP" FORCE COSTING MODEL
/An automated total force costing model would assist the
speed and clarity of the dialoque between OSD(SA) and the
services. Use of ADP requires a total force costing model
that can be computer coded. Without the use of an automated
11

total force costing model, analysis required in composing
the POM and in performing analysis of alternative force
structures and alternative budgets must be done by hand
calculations using very crude estimating procedures that
adversely effect the reproducibility of the analysis [3]
.
Manual computation of the numerous alternative POM force
structure creates a severe burden for service staffs. The
POM alternatives must be computed in a rapid turn around
time and the size of the service staff used for cost com-
putation is limited.
It is important to note the distinction between force
analysis and force cost analysis. Force analysis is anal-
ysis by which an optimal force "mix" is selected. Here
optimal usually means the maximum of a criterion of effec-
tiveness. Force cost analysis is analysis which delineates
feasible force structure levels constrained by a budget.
These are two different but highly related problems. Force
analysis determines the force levels and force "mix" re-
quired to achieve a planning objective. Force Cost analysis
determines what force levels and "mixes" may be achieved
when constrained by a budget ceiling.
A computerized force costing model has been put into
use at DoD. It is called the "Electric FYDP System" and
its purpose is to facilitate the dialoque between OSD and
the military services [3] . The use of the "Electric FYDP
System" force costing model has permitted OSD to explicitly
state the costing procedures used in setting the TFGM for
each DoD agency and service. This step is necessary for
12

efficient and rapid convergence to policy and methodology-
issues that must be resolved prior to the end of the bud-
geting cycle. Use of the "Electric FYDP System" permits
all parties involved to explicitly identify the factors and
assumptions underlying the TFGM. It has also been proposed
as a tool for equal cost trade-off analysis of alternative (
force structures.
The "Electric FYDP System" is a deterministic model.
It provides solutions as though they are not subject to ran-
dom variations in the model parameters. A deterministic
force costing model has several disadvantages. It treats a
force cost estimate as a deterministic variable. In this
author's opinion, force structure cost estimates are subject^--
to random variations due to random variations in the model's
parameters
.
Failure to treat force cost estimates as subject to
random variations affects scheduling of force modernization.
Estimates of RDT and E, investment, and operation costs to
support a force structure are used as budget ceilings on the
total of life-cycle cost streams for all new weapon systems.
The total life-cycle cost stream for all of force moderniza-
tion must not exceed the total of the estimates of RDT and
E, investment, and operation budgets. If they do, produc-
tion schedules for new systems must be altered or funds
must be transferred from one account to another. The pro-
blem of scheduling force modernization and its dependency




The force modernization scheduling problem will be
discussed only. No attempt will be made to solve the pro-
blem except in a conxej3tuaJL_s_ense . The ideas presented
are this author's ideas about how the scheduling problem
could be approached. The purpose for including its dis-
cussion in this paper is to illustrate how a force costing
model, which accounts for random variations in its estimates,
relates to the modernization scheduling problem.
For the remainder of this paper the author will use ex-
amples relating to the Army. In the author's opinion, pro-
blems experienced by the Army in the force costing field
are probably representative of the problems experienced by
the other services.
The Army receives tentative fiscal guidance via the
TFGM which provides, by fiscal guidance categories for each
year of the current FYDP , a breakout of the Army's antici-
pated budget. An example of the Army's anticipated budget
breakout (without actual dollar entries) as contained in
the TFGM is shown in Table I. Such a table exists in the
TFGM for each year of the FYDP currently being proposed.
The figures which actually would appear in the TFGM tables
are total obligated authority to the nearest tenth of a bil-
lion dollars. The TFGM is the first attempt to meet strategy
outlined in the JSOP while at the same time observing the
total DoD budget as anticipated year by year for the coming
five years. Note that the entries which would appear in
Table I give TOA for a one year period. Graphically, the
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Army's TFGM for all five years can be displayed as in Fig-
ure 1.
The variability of the accounts which comprise the
TFGM is important for two reasons. The first reason is re-
lated to total force costing. The total force cost can be
divided into that cost which is directly attributable to the
force structure and that which is indirectly attributable
to the force structure. The indirect costs of the force
structure are costs such as RDT and E, training, base oper-
ating support, personnel management, and other indirect sup-
port function costs. It seems to the author that the
indirect cost portion of total force cost has the greatest
flexibility for a given force structure, because when total
cost of a given force structure must be reduced it is more
likely that indirect support costs can be reduced without
reducing force structures. Reductions in direct costs of
the force structure are difficult without reducing force
structure levels. The second way in which variations in
TFGM accounts is important is related to force modernization
scheduling. In the scheduling of force modernization,
variations of expenditure rates in the TFGM categories af-
fect the selection of a schedule for phasing a new system
into the force structures. The RDT and E, investment, and
operation accounts for the TFGM constrain the total life
cost streams of all systems to be phased into future force struc
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Note that each block in Figure 1 represents the total
obligated funds for a major fiscal guidance category for
a given year of the TFGM. Figure 1 represents major cate-
gories only, but the resolution to sub-categories can easily
be done. Figure 1 displays only one alternative expenditure
rate for each major categroy during one year. All that the
TFGM requires is that TOA for each element not be exceeded
each year. Figure 2 shows four alternative expenditure
rates for a single category of the TFGM during one year.
For each alternative, the total expenditure is the area be-
neath the dashed curve and the TOA is the area beneath the
solid curve. There exists an infinite number of such alter-
natives for each category. For each alternative depicted
in Figure 2, expenditures do not exceed TOA. A similar set
of alternative expenditure rates can be constructed for each
fiscal guidance category.
The rate of expenditure during any one year period will
show little variation for some accounts. The yearly expen-
diture in the account called "Bases and Individual Support"
cannot be varied a great deal because radical changes in
yearly expenditure rates in this category would be intoler-
able. For instance, military pay accounts are strongly re-
lated to manpower levels. Radical shifts in expenditure
rates in this account without like changes in manpower levels
would create shortages in funds to pay personnel. For a
given manpower level, the estimate of the "Bases and Indi-
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This invariability does not apply for some accounts.
The "Research and Development" account and system procure-
ment sub- accounts are two such TOA accounts whose expen-
diture rates can exhibit great variability. These activities
are not principally dependent upon force structure levels.
In the author's opinion, TOA for these accounts are greatly
dependent upon threat analysis, the state of the technolog-
ical base, political climate, and many other highly uncertain
factors. The Research and Development effort for the coming
five years is not determined by the predicted size of the
force structure, rather, it is more likely to be determined
by predicted requirements for new systems which is in turn
dependent upon the highly variable factors cited previously.
The procurement of new weapon systems is also highly variable
The decision of what to buy, when to buy, and how much to
buy are strongly related to the urgency of the requirement
and the development state of alternative weapon systems.
These factors themselves are extremely variable for several
reasons. The degree of urgency is dependent upon when the
need for a new weapon system is greatest. The time when the
need is greatest may change as a result of changes in the
nature of the threat, enemy capabilities, technological de-
velopments, and a host of other factors. The state of de-
velopment is related to technological uncertainities which
can be extremely variable. It is the author's opinion that
some fiscal guidance category accounts are highly related
to force size and invariable while others, such as "Research
20

So far costing of force structures and budgeting has
been discussed in general. Costing of total force struc-
tures in order to determine the total obligational author-
ity for each of the TFGM accounts is performed using a
costing model. The accuracy of the costing model used is
important to the force modernization scheduling problem.
Future weapon system development, procurement, and opera-
ting costs must be scheduled. The schedule is dependent
upon the estimated budgets for development, procurement,
and operating costs. If the budgets are inaccurately es-
timated by the cost model used, force modernization sched-
ules may be rendered infeasible. The following discussion
relates to this problem. Conceptual ideas which might be
used to account for inaccuracies of the cost model estimates
of budgets and their effect on scheduling are presented.
C. FORCE MODERNIZATION SCHEDULING
In addition to costing alternative force structures
and performing equal cost trade-off analysis, there exists
the vital problem of scheduling the Army's equipment mod-
ernization program. As our perception of national threats
and a potential enemy's capability change over time, new
weapons systems must be introduced into the Army's force
structure and obsolete systems retired to keep abreast of
technological changes in weapons systems. This is nothing
more than taking advantage of technological opportunities
available or developed. The choice of which system to buy
and when to buy it is difficult to make in the face of a
21

fiscal constraint that has been predicted and set by an
earlier appropriations decision. With the constraint of a
decreasing real value of the Army budget, a method must be
devised to provide the best phasing of new systems into the
Army force structure according to some criterion. Desired
operational capability events for new systems are based
upon strategy and future force structures. The criterion
used to select from among alternative schedules should be
based upon strategy and future force structures. The cri-
terion used to select from among alternative schedules
should be based upon these events. (A possible criterion
will be proposed in a following paragraph.) It is important
for the Army decision maker to know what feasible alternative
phasing schedules are available to him before he can make a-
proper decision. Without an effective method for construc-
ting and ordering alternative schedules, the Army may find
itself examining a very limited set of alternatives which
might not include the optimal schedule (optimal according to
a criterion to be proposed) . With a scheduling model that
can formulate all feasible alternatives permitted by esti-
mated budget ceilings, and can then order these alternatives
according to a proper criterion, the best alternative can
be selected.
The scheduling problem could be solved by a scheduling
model that would associate a degree of error with each al-
ternative schedule. Cost streams for system RDT and E, in-
vestment, and operating costs can be constructed with
22

confidence intervals [4]. Budget allocations for RDT and
E, investment, and operating cost accounts can be projected
with confidence intervals. When examining alternative
schedules for phase-in of a new system in the face of a
binding budgetary constraint, it is imperative that the
degree of overlap between the confidence interval of the
cost stream and the budget confidence interval be known.
To illustrate the importance of this concept consider the
following example.
Suppose the projected Army budget accounts for RDT and
E, investment, and operating costs over the next fifteen
years is an indicated by the graph in Figure 3. Suppose that
the 90% confidence interval for each account is given by
the dashed line envelope for each account graph. Note that
the total budget allocated for each category would be firm
for the early years with increasing uncertainity associated
with the out years. Suppose further that the Army is con-
sidering a modernization program that entails operation,
investment, and RDT and E for two weapons systems. Call
these two systems System A and System B. Further suppose
that the time phasing of the costs associated with these two
systems is as indicated in Figure 4. Note that these cost
streams are estimates. The dashed line envelope about each
estimate is the 90% confidence interval associated with each
estimate. The life-cost streams are the predicted time and
cost factors arrived at by systems analysts in conjunction
with industry and military planners. Industry contributes
23
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the time elements regarding RDT $E and production constrained
by technology, expansion capabilities, and other production
constraints. The military contribution to the life-cost
schedules is the time phasing requirements based upon threat
analysis, weapon technology, training requirements, and no
budget constraint. The life-cost stream reflects what is
desired by military planners and what is feasible for in-
dustry. •
Associated with each life-cost stream are three events
important to planning and budgeting. These operational
capability events can provide the basis for a criterion to
be used in ordering all alternative procurement schedules.
The first event is called the initial operating capability.
This event occurs when sufficient quantity of a new system
is predicted to be available for procurement in order to
permit the commencement of phase-in of the new system into
the force structure. The second event is the full opera-
tional capability. This event occurs when sufficient pro-
curement is predicted to enable complete phase-out of the
system to be replaced. If the new system is not replacing
an old system, full operation capability would be attained
when predicted procurement allows the planned level of
operation of the system to be reached. The third event
occurs when the old system phase-out is completed.
The points in time when these three events are feasible
and most desirable are variable. A system cumulative cost
estimate at any given point in time is a variable. The ex-
penditure rate is also variable because of the uncertainity
26

associated with the most desirable and feasible timing of
the initial operating capability, full operational capa-
bility, and old system phase-out. The initial operating
capability event time is dependent upon when full opera-
tional capability is planned. The planned time for full
operational capability is dependent upon the urgency of the
requirement, the state of development of complementary sys-
tems (for example, a life support system would be comple-
mentary to a high altitude bomber system) , and other variable
factors. Hence, the total RDT and E expenditures is vari-
able from year to year and within each year due to the vari-
ability in the desired operational event times.
How do these life-cost streams fit into budget con-
straints? What is the best method to schedule both systems
in order that operational events for both systems will occur
when desired? For that alternative schedule which schedules
both systems so that operational events occur as closely as
possible to desired times, consistent with budget constraints
what is the degree of assurance that budgeted account levels
will not be exceeded? These are the questions which a sched-
uling model should answer.
A criterion for ranking alternative system procurement
schedules is the proximity of the operational event times
of the alternative schedule to the currently desired opera-
tional event time consistent with budgetary constraints.
Use of this criterion bridges the gap between what is fea-
sible in a budgetary context and what is desired from the
27

planning viewpoint. An algorithm which can accomplish such
a ranking of all alternative procurement schedules would
prove highly valuable in military management.
Dr. George Patton has authored a doctoral thesis en-
titled Optimal Scheduling of Resource Constrained Projects
.
Interviews by the author with Dr. Patton reveals that Dr.
Patton feels that the scheduling algorithm described in his
paper can be applied to the force modernization scheduling
problem. The feasibility and details of its application
will not be discussed further in this paper, but it should
certainly be researched as a scheduling algorithm.
What ways can life-cycle cost streams be changed to
conform to the bounds of a budget constraint? First, the
life-cost streams can be stretched over a longer time
period. This will reduce the rate at which costs are in-
creased by a given system. An element of the force struc-
ture can be phased out in an accelerated manner; thereby
decreasing total force costs at a faster rate which insures
conformity to a decreasing budget constraint.
Returning to the example of finding alternative sched-
ules for phasing Systems A and B into the force structure
subject to the budget constraint depicted in Figure 1, it
is important to be aware of methods that could possibly be
used to compute confidence intervals for budgets and cost-
streams. Two methods could possibly be used. The first is
nothing more than a manager's estimate based upon his prior
judgement of the variance which he expects in the anticipated
budget level. This could be stated as a percentage of the
28

anticipated budget. Or by use of regression analysis, to-
tal budgets could be predicted with confidence intervals.
Using national economic variables as explanatory variables
and total budget or sub-program budgets as the explained
variable, samples from earlier budgets could be used to
predict future budgets with confidence intervals. Similar
methods could be used in predicting cost-stream confidence
intervals by using appropriate explanatory variables.
To simplify the explanation of the example, only the
RDT and E account is used to demonstrate the scheduling pro-
blem and conceptually illustrate an approach for optimal
scheduling. The same ideas apply when there are n systems
to be scheduled and m accounts. Figure 5 depicts the RDT
and E account extracted from Figure 3. First year RDT and
E requirements for System A can conceptually be derived by
totaling the area beneath the RDT and E life-cost stream es-
timate for System A during the first year. The same can be
done for each succeeding year. A 901 confidence interval
for each year RDT and E requirement for System A can be
derived by totaling the area beneath the upper limit of the
RDT and E life-cost stream 90% confidence interval and like-
wise for the lower limit. Similar quantities for the first
year RDT and E requirements for System B can be derived.
In Figure 6 first year RDT and E requirements for System A
and B are shown in (a) and (b) respectively. The total with
its 901 confidence interval is shown in (c) . As each suc-
cessive yearly total RDT and E requirements for both systems
29

RDT and E Account Extracted from Figure 3
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is derived, a point in time will be reached where the aggre-
gate requirement confidence interval will intersect the RDT
and E budget estimate confidence interval. When this inter-
section condition exists a degree of confidence indicating
the risk of exceeding the budget estimate for RDT and E
could conceptually be found. Such a condition is depicted '
in Figure 7.
By stretching one or both of the RDT and E cost streams
a constant degree of certainity of remaining within budget
levels during any time period can be maintained. However,
by stretching a system cost-stream the operational capability
events for that system will be delayed. This will decrease
its military effectiveness by moving operational event times
further away from desired event times. The problem then be-
comes that of deciding which system to stretch in order to
minimize costs due to schedule slippage and minimize the ef-
fects of changed operational event times.
In Figure 7 note that from time point three to time
point four the confidence intervals of the budget estimate
and RDT and E combined requirements overlap. This indicates
that a risk of RDT and E budget overruns exists if RDT and
E life-cost streams as depicted in Figure 4 are used in the
force modernization procurement schedule. The likelihood
of budget overrun is conceptually a function of the amount
and direction of overlap between the two confidence inter-
vals. The decision as to which of the two system cost streams
to change in order to decrease the likelihood of budget over-
run seems to be a function of the total cost levels in RDT
32

RDT and E Budget Estimate and Combined
RDT and E Requirements for System A and B
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and E effort during the time interval (3,4) for each system
and the cost rate for each system during the time period
(3,4). Stretching either or both system RDT and E efforts
will delay the stretched system's operational events which
will decrement that system's military effectiveness in the
force structure relative to the system it is to replace or
relative to the some undelayed form of the system.
The scheduling of force modernization procurement will
not be pursued further in this paper. A description of the
problem was presented in order to point the way for future
research and characterize how the scheduling problem is re-
lated to force cost estimates.
The remaining sections of this paper will address the
"Electric FYDP" force costing model in order to answer three
questions. What type of cost model is used in the "Electric
FYDP System"? What if any underlying assumptions of such a
model are violated? How sensitive are answers provided by
the basic model to small changes in the parameters of the
model?
The estimation of force structure costs is an important
element in defense planning. Estimating the total cost of
a force structure is necessary, but it is not as useful as
estimates of the two component parts of total force struc-
ture costs. Total force cost is comprised of the direct
costs of the men, material, and dollars consumed directly
by the force structures and the men, material, and dollars
consumed indirectly by the support establishment which sup-
ports the force structure. It has always been a difficult
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task to attribute support establishment costs to the ap-
propriate elements of the force structure. Input-output
analysis lends itself to this function. By appropriate
definition of support elements, 1-0 analysis can be used
to estimate the flow of support costs between elements of
the support establishment required to provide the support
of a given force structure. 1-0 analysis can separate out
the direct and indirect costs of a force structure; and
subsequently properly attribute support costs to the ap-
propriate elements of the force structure. In the next
section the method by which the "Electric FYDP" basic model




III. THE "ELECTRIC FYDP" FORCE COSTING MODEL MATHEMATICS
The "Electric FYDP System" force costing model is an
input-output costing model that is manipulated by varying
one of two possible independent vectors. The costing
model can be described by a set of four matrices and three
vectors [3] . This set of matrices and vectors is used to
model the production of m activities and the consumption
of n consuming sectors.
Define the following terms:
PRIMARY INPUT - An input which is determined by factors
outside the model but used in the production of intermediate
commodities
.
INTERMEDIATE COMMODITY - The output of a producing
activity. Each producing activity uses primary inputs to
produce an intermediate commodity; and, each producing
activity uses intermediate commodities produced by other
activities as inputs.
FINAL DEMAND - The demand of consuming sectors for
primary inputs and intermediate commodities.
, ,A = (a. .) = Matrix of coefficients a. . where a. . is(mxn) ij iJ ij
defined to be the amount of intermediate commodity i used
per unit of final demand j
.
B = (b..) = Matrix of coefficients b.. where b.. is
(mxm) ^ 1J 1J
defined to be the amount of intermediate commodity i re-
quired per unit of intermediate commodity j produced.
C = (c. .) = Matrix of coefficients c . . where c . • is
(kxn) 1J 1J 1J
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defined to be the amount of primary input i required per
unit of final demand j
.
D = (d. .) = Matrix of coefficients d. . where d.. is
(kxm) 1J 1 J l J
defined to be the amount of primary input i required per
unit of intermediate commodity j produced.
Y = Vector of final demand.
(lxn)
X = Vector of intermediate commodities,
(mxl)
Z = Vector of primary inputs,
(kxl)
Xc = Vector of intermediate commodities used by final
(mxl) F
demand vector Y.




Z P = Vector of primary inputs used by final demand Y.
(kxl)
fkxI^T = Vector of primary input used to produce inter-
mediate commodity vector X
T
.
Conceptually, these matrix and vector quantities are
related in the manner depicted by Figure 8. Variables of
the model are Z", Y, and X. It will be shown that under
certain conditions, the dependency of the model parameters
as shown in Figure 7, can be reversed.
As depicted by Figure 8, Y is the independent vector.
If the dependency were reversed Z would be independent and
Y dependent. In either case, once the independent vector

















The model can estimate answers to any one of several
questions. Specify Y as the independent vector and assign
a value Y*. How much of each primary input denoted by the
vector Z*, is used by final demand Y*? How much of each
intermediate commodity, denoted by X* , must be produced to
fulfill final demand Y*? What portions of X* is used to
produce itself? What portion of primary inputs Z~* is used
directly to fulfill Y* , and what portion of 1* is used to
produce Y *?
All quantities related schematically in Figure 8 are
mathematically dependent as follows: By definition of the
A matrix





x * = .Z, a., y.* = a. 7* • i=l,...,m
,
F-l J=l ij 'j l- *
and a.
t
is the ith r0w of the A matrix and Y*' is the trans-
pose of Y * . By use of the B matrix and the intermediate
vector Xp* a Leontief input-output sub-model of the costing
model can be constructed. A Leontief input-output model
describes the inter-relationship of producing activities.
It describes how the outputs of all producing activities are
used as inputs. Each producing activity will require some
of its own output and some of other produced outputs as in-
puts to its own production process. The outputs of all
activities in excess of that required as inputs to production
processes is left for consumption. In the Leontief input-
output sub-model, the vector X* is thought of as the vector
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of "consumable" intermediate commodities part of which are
"consumed" directly by the final demand vector Y * . It is
also thought of as inputs to the producing activities.
Hence, X* represents the total vector of intermediate com-
modities that must be produced by all producing activities
in order to meet the requirements of Y* and the requirements
to produce X*. This condition is expressed by
X* = X T * + Xp
* (2)
where, by the definition of the B matrix
Xj* = B-X* . (3)
Substituting (3) into (2) results in
X* = B-X* + X
p
* (4)
which can be algebraically rewritten as
(I-B)X* = Xp*










Note that total intermediate commodities X*, intermediate
commodities required only by Y * , and intermediate commodities
required to produce X* may be expressed in terms of the
matrices defined and the specified final demand vecor Y*
.
Similarly, by the definition of Z~
F




* + Zj*. (7)
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Also, by definition of the C and D matrix,
Z
F
* = C-Y*« and Z,* = D-X* (8)
Substituting equation (8) into equation (7) expresses Z~*
as
Z* = CY* 1 + D'X*
. (9)
Substituting equation (6) into equation (9) for X* results
in
Z* = OY*' + D-(I-B)" 1 A-Y*' . (10)
With equation (10) Z * , Z"p * , and Z" * can be determined in
terms of the model parameters A, B, C, D, and the indepen-
dent vector Y*.
Mathematically Z may be made the independent variable
with X and Y dependent. Let Z** denote a specified value
of the independent vector Z.
Equation (10) permits
Z** = c-Y' + D-(I-B)"
1
-A-Y* ,
which can be expressed as
Z** = { C + D-(I-B)
-1
-A } Y'. (11)
In order to express Y in terms of the model parameters with
Z"** as the independent vector, the inverse matrix {C+D»
(I-B) «A} must exist. Sufficient conditions for its exis-
tence are that it be a square matrix and it be nonsingular.
In general, {C+D« (I-B)
Hence, expressing Y as
(I
_
»A} will not be a square matrix.






is dependent upon the existence of {C+D»(I-B)~ »A}~ . A
generalized inverse of a non-square matrix exists. However,
it is generally less tractable, and the necessary and suf-
ficient conditions for its existence are more intricate [5]
.
Use of the generalized inverse in this model will not be
considered in this paper.
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IV. THE "ELECTRIC FYDP" FORCE COSTING METHODOLOGY
The "Electric FYDP" cost model can be interpreted in
the economic terms of activity analysis. The model des-
cribes how primary inputs are used to produce intermediate
commodities, and it describes how the intermediate com-
modities are consumed by the final demand sector and the
producing section.
In matrix form the model can be written as two matrix
equations, where quantities are as defined in Section III.
The horizontal partitioning separates primary and inter-
mediate commodities. The vertical partitioning separates




















is the technological matrix of the cost model. Each column
of the technological matrix represents a production activity
or a consuming activity. Each production activity uses
primary inputs to produce intermediate commodities which in
turn are used by all production processes to produce com-
modities for final demand consumption. The i tn element of
the j tn column is called a technological coefficient of
production. In the case of a production activity it rep-
resents the amount of the ith input required to produce one
unit of commodity j. In the case of a consumption activity,
it represents the amount of the i^h input consumed per unit
of final demand j
.
It is more difficult to assess the indirect cost of a
given force structure than it is to estimate the direct
primary inputs and direct intermediate commodities and their
associated costs. A direct primary input is a primary in-
put such as untrained manpower or M60 tanks that are even-
tually used in an element of the force structure such as an
Armored Division. An indirect primary input could be skilled
labor that is used in production activities to train soldiers
for use in the force structure. Another example of an in-
direct primary input is the use of an M60 tank as an instruc-
tional aid to train men in maintenance and operation procedures
of M60 tanks. A direct intermediate commodity is any input
of the force structure which is produced by the producing
activities. For example, a trained artillery gunner assigned
to an artillery battalion of the force structure would be a
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direct intermediate commodity. An indirect intermediate com-
modity could be a trained tank operator who trains tank op-
erators for assignment to an element of the force structure.
The principle distinction between a direct input and an in-
direct input is whether it is an input used to produce more
intermediate commodities in a production activity or whether
it is eventually used by an element of the force structure.
It is a difficult problem to estimate the indirect
primary inputs and indirect intermediate commodities re-
quired for an element of the force structure, without an
input-output model. These indirect requirements for the
purpose of this paper comprise the "support tail." The
model can readily estimate the primary inputs and intermedi-
ate commodity requirements of the "support tail" associated
with a specified force structure. The model can also de-
termine what proportion of the total indirect support is
attributed to each element of the force structure. For ex-
ample, if a force structure consists of bomber squadrons and
aircraft carriers, the total support required for both can
be determined. The proportion of total support that is re-
quired by bomber squadrons can also be determined with the
"Electric FYDP" cost model.
As defined, the final output vector Y is a row vector
with n elements. Let each of these n elements represent
one element of a force structure vector. For example, in
the case of the Army, the force structure vector represents
the different categories of the Army Force Classification
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System which is used for strategic and force planning pur-
poses at the OSD, Joint Chiefs of Staff, and Army level [6].
If y.eY, then y. could represent the number of Infantry
Division Equivalents in an alternative force structure un-
der investigation. A Division Equivalent is a unit of ag-
gregate measurement used in the Army for force planning
purposes. It could also represent the number of Division
Equivalent Special Mission Forces or the number of Division
Equivalent General Support Forces.
Each element of X represents an intermediate commodity
that is used or "consumed" by an element of Y. The j tn
element of X might be base operating support, maintenance
man-hours, administrative support, or training. An ele-
ment of X
T
might represent the amount of training required
to train trainers; or, it may represent the number of main-
tenance man-hours spent maintaining training facilities.
Each element of Z represents the primary inputs used to
produce X
p
and X\ . Z"
p
is that portion of primary inputs
used directly to produce X p which in turn is consumed by Y.
Primary inputs are classified generally as manpower levels,
equipment on hand, and dollars by appropriation category.
From the mathematical description presented in Sec-





C represents the direct primary input matrix and D«(I-B) «A
represents the indirect primary input matrix. The primary
inputs have been denoted in terms of dollars by appropria-
tion category, real assets, and manpower levels. In order
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to assess the total dollar cost of a given force structure,
a vector of primary input cost coefficients must be defined
with a cost factor for each type of primary input. Define:
Ic = vector of primary input cost per unit of primary
(lxk)
input. (Note that all elements of k which are associated
with dollar inputs will equal one.)
A vector of direct costs per unit of force structure is de-
noted by tt and defined by
¥ = k-C. (13)
The elements of the vector k represents the cost, in terms
of dollars, for each unit of primary input. Each element
of the vector- ¥ represents the direct dollar cost per unit
of the corresponding element of the force structure. The
total direct cost of any force structure is computed by
C = tt-Y' .
The scalar C represents the total direct cost incurred by
force structure Y. The total direct cost incurred by the









where the scalar Q T represents the total indirect cost of
force strucutre Y 1 .
Suppose we were able to define a vector of direct inter-
mediate commodity values, p, with one element for each ele-
ment of X. The i tn element of p would represent the economic
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worth in terms of dollars of the i tn element of X. With
such a vector the value of X
p
would be given by
Q = p-A-Y' = p-Xp .
One of the objectives in a programming sense is to
minimize total force cost while simultaneously maximizing
the "value" in a programming sense of the force structure.
It is reasonable that if a given amount of dollars is spent
to procure inputs to a system which produces a vector of
final outputs, the total amount spent will be the total ec-
onomic worth or value of such a set of outputs. How is the
total cost distributed among the elements of the final out-
put vector? A method must be found which will permit the
assertion that the ktn element of the final output vector
is worth q dollars per unit of k.
There is such a way to distribute the total cost of
primary inputs to the elements of the final output vector.
In this sense a "value" or "worth" can be imputed to the
elements of the output vector. It is "value" or "worth" in
the sense that the imputed cost of the. final output rep-
resents forgone economic opportunities. It also represents
the trade-off value of each final output. The trade-off
value of each element of the final demand vector is the
total cost of all direct and indirect inputs attributable
to each element of the final demand vector. Forgone economic
opportunity of the j tn element of the force structure is the
"value" the force structure would accrue if the j *" element
were increased by one.
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Mathematically, the objective becomes that of minimizing
total force cost subject to a vector of direct input commodi-
ties. The variable is the vector of indirect input commodi-
ties. At the same time it is desired to maximize the economic
value of the force structure. Each can be formulated as a
linear programming problem and one is the dual of the other.
Let the imputed value parameters be denoted by the vec-
tor p. It will be shown that p can be derived from the para-
meter of the basic model and the vector of primary input
costs, k. Total force cost is given by
Q = k-D-X + k-C-Y'
which is composed of the direct cost or constant term k«OY'
(because k, C, and Y are known) and a variable indirect cost
k»D'X. Formulate the following linear programming problem.
min ¥-D-X + lc-C-Y'
subject to (I-B)X > AY'
X > .
Because the objective function is composed of a variable
part and constant it may be written equivalently as
min k'D»X
In words, the linear programming problem requires that a vec-
tor of intermediate commodities X can be found which is at
least sufficient to provide the intermediate commodities re-
quired by the force structure Y and has minimum indirect cost.
From duality theory of linear programming the dual to this




subject to p(I-B)' < K*D
p >
The vector p is a vector of imputed costs of the direct in-
termediate commodities X
p
= (I-B)X. which is used to produce
force structure Y. In words, the dual problem seeks a vec-
tor of costs, each element of which reflects the imputed
"cost" or "worth" per unit of each direct intermediate com-
modity. This vector must maximize the imputed "cost" or
"worth" of the force structure. Also, it must be such that
the imputed cost of the direct intermediate commodities is
less than or equal to the direct primary input costs.
Define a vector of imputed costs per unit of the ele-
ments of the vector Y as
W = p-A.
The i**1 element of W reflects the total imputed cost per unit
of the i tn force structure element. The vector W is precise-
ly the vector of imputed "values" for each element of a given
force structure vector Y.
From linear programming theory it is known that at op-
timality the optimal value of the dual will equal the optimal
value of the primal if a solution to either exists. Hence,
max p-A-Y' = p*-A-Y' = OX* = Min OX
where p* and X* are the optimal solutions to the dual and
primal respectively. This condition implies that at op-
timality all costs of both direct and indirect primary inputs
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will have been totally imputed to the direct intermediate
commodities X
p
in such a way that the "true" cost of an
element of Y may be computed. With the vector W=p»A, the
cost of incrementing each element of Y can be readily as-
sessed by visual inspection of the appropriate element of
W. W could possibly be used to evaluate the relative "value'
of each element of a force structure. W could also be used
to perform trade-off analysis between two alternative force
structures. If W.< W. and all other considerations except
cost are equal, then force element j will contribute more
per unit increase than force element i.
The mathematics of the "Electric FYDP" cost model are
valid. Whether or not the structure of the model is ap-
propriate for its intended use in the PPBS at DoD is also
important. There are two methods for determining the val-
idity of a mathematical model. One may use historical data
to generate answers with the model. A favorable comparison
of predicted results and observed results will validate the
model if it is an appropriate model to use. This procedure
may not be possible due to lack of data or for other rea-
sons. An alternative validation procedure is to analyze the
logic of the model. Examination of the implied and explicit
assumptions of the model to determine if they are appropriate
to a particular application can reveal whether or not the
model is an appropriate one to use.
An analysis of the logic of input-output models in
general and the "Electric FYDP" force costing model in par-
ticular will be presented in the following section. There
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is no published evidence that such a validation has been
previously performed. Predictive tests have not been for
mulated to perform validation by use of historical data,
because the data and the exact specification of the model
variables were not readily available. Hence, an analysis
of the model's logic is presented.
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V. ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF "ELECTRIC FYDP" FORCE COSTING MODEL
In 1960, Michio Hatanaka, published a research docu-
ment [7], which provides an excellent means of appraising
the workability of any input-output model. Hatanaka'
s
scheme of analysis will be used to appraise the workability
of an input-output model to estimate force structure costs.
To evaluate the workability of a model as a means of
description, one is concerned with evaluating the validity
of the descriptive relationship and the method of estimating
the parameters of the descriptive relationship. The valid-
ity of the parameters involves the logical structure of the
model. It is. related to the validity of the assumptions
required by the logical structure of the model. This sec-
tion will analyze the logical structure of the "Electric
FYDP" force costing model. Problems of parameter estimation
will be discussed in Section VI.
In the analysis which follows, it is assumed that the
input-output model is being used to describe the technologi-
cal processes of the system being modeled. Subsequently
through use of the technological parameters of the system,
it is assumed that predictions are to be derived. It is
important to note that Hatanaka' s analysis scheme is directed
at the ability to accurately estimate the technology para-
meters which describe the relationships of the technologies
of the 1-0 model in question. An input-output model may pro-
duce extremely accurate predictions, but it's model parameters
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may be an inaccurate description of the technological pro-
cesses being modeled.
It appears that the "Electric FYDP" cost model is be-
ing used in both a predictive and a descriptive role. The
users of the model use its predictive ability to forecast
the total cost of future force structures. On the other
hand, current cost factors contained in service manuals
are factors for force elements which have been developed
empirically to estimate total force structure costs rapidly
by service staff agencies. Cost factors are descriptive
parameters which estimate the true input coefficient for a
given input to a force structure element. The parameters
of the force cost model used in a predictive role may not
be comparable with cost factors which are descriptive pa-
rameters. This is a parameter estimation problem and will
be discussed more fully in Section VI.
Hatanaka discusses five input-output model building
characteristics that require analysis in order to insure
that an input-output model is a workable model to use in
modeling a given economic system. These model-building
specifications are:
1. Unit of area.
2. Industrial classification.
/ 3. The choice of endogenous industries.
4. Unit of time.
5. Period covered by the model.
Unit of area refers to the geographic boundaries of the
economy within which each industry is aggregated. Industrial
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classification refers to the method used to aggregate het-
erogeneous firms into a small group of industries. This is
usually done by one of three possible bases:
1. Commodity basis.
2. Activity basis.
/ 3. Establishment basis.
The separation of the total number of industries into
two subsets of endogenous and exogenous industries is an
important model building specification. Endogenous indus-
tries require constant coefficients of production in an 1-0
model; while exogenous industries do not require constant
coefficients of production [7]
.
The unit of time in which input and output flow is mea-
sured is important because of 'the requirement for constant
coefficients of production. Input-output coefficients mea-
sured in one unit of time may show constant coefficients of
production, but when measured in another unit of time the
coefficients may vary. The period covered by the model must
include at least one more time period than the time period
for which the input-output coefficients are measured, if the
model is to be useful as a prediction model. Each of these
specifications will be discussed in greater detail.
The economy to be modeled is a subsystem of the national
economy, namely, the Department of Defense. The geographical
boundary of DoD is worldwide. Each service and each agency
of DoD is a sub -sub-system of the national economy. As a
sub-economy of the nation, a military service can be thought
of as consisting of many production activities and consuming
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activities scattered worldwide. A production activity ex-
ample is given by each of the major training centers such
as Ft. Benning, Georgia or Ft. Sill, Oklahoma. A consuming
activity example is given by any of the army divisions that
are stationed worldwide, the Field Army Command Headquarters
of Seventh Army in Europe, or United States Army Vietnam
Command Headquarters in Saigon. As a producing activity, a
major training center uses trained personnel, administrative
support, and maintained equipment. Each producing activity
plays a double role. It consumes primary inputs and pro-
duces intermediate commodities for consumption by consuming
activities. Each of these consuming and producing activities
may be viewed as a firm. In aggregate they may be viewed as
an industry.
The idea of a production line is a set of coefficients
which reflects the input requirements to produce one unit
of a commodity. An example of a production line would be
the inputs in terms of teaching-hours, floor space, in-
struction aids, etc., required to "produce" one trained ar-
tillery gunner. Define a basic activity as an activity
which possesses one of a set of defined activity character-
istics. Suppose that all production lines could be described
by coefficients reflecting the amount of training, adminis-
tration, and maintenance activities required to produce a
unit of output. The set of basic activities would be train-
ing, administration, and maintenance.
The commodity basis of industrial classification uses
a defined set of products. Each industry is defined as the
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aggregate of all production lines for a given product. The
establishment basis of classification uses a given set of
products and associates each production line, joint or sin-
gle, with one element of the set of products called the
primary product. A joint production line is a production
line by which the production of two or more products can
be described with a single set of production coefficients.
The activity basis of industrial classification defines an
industry as the aggregate of all the production lines which
posses a basic activity. The activity basis assumes that
each production line consisting of more than one basic
activity can be separated to the point that inputs and out-
puts for such a production line can be assigned to each
basic activity. In the commodity basis of industry classi-
fication, it is assumed that if joint production is present,
the production lines for each commodity can be identified
and total inputs and outputs allocated to each line identi-
fied. The use of either the activity basis or the commodity
basis of industrial classification depends upon the degree
to which the inputs of an integrated production line can be
split. Because of the size of the Army and the great number
of army installations which are involved in joint activities,
the establishment basis appears less feasible than the other
two. Required for either of the other two methods is a crude
classification of products or basic activities.
In the case of a military service economy a set of de-
fined basic activities should not be difficult to determine.
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The Army's Land Forces Classification System provides an ex-
cellent defined set of activity characteristics. Joint pro-
duction is more likely to present a modeling problem if the
commodity basis is used, because service production activities
are organized to use one facility for as many uses as possible.
For this reason, it may be extremely difficult to allocate
the total use of a facility to the appropriate commodity pro-
duction lines. It would however, be simplier and more likely
to allocate total use of a facility to each of several activ-
ities. An example of this problem is the allocation of the
total time a given lecture hall is used in a training center.
The joint production lines using the lecture hall as an input
must be separated. On a commodity basis the total time would
have to be allocated to each type of trainee produced. On an
activity basis the total time would have to be allocated to
each type of activity such as training, entertainment, or
maintenance. In the author's opinion, it is more likely that
the activity basis allocation of total lecture hall time can
be done more accurately than the commodity basis allocation.
A proper choice of a set of endogeneous industries should
be made from the set of all industries comprising the sub-econ-
omy. Each "industry" in the military service can be classified
as either producing or consuming. A producing industry is any
industry that provides a commodity required by a consuming
industry. The required commodity may be command and control,
training, maintenance, or any other "product" required by the
consuming industries. A "consuming" industry is any industry
that requires or consumes a produced commodity. A consuming
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industry could be a forward deployed field Army such as
Seventh Army in Europe which uses trained personnel, main-
tenance-hours, command and control, administrative support,
and many other produced commodities. Generally, those in-
dustries which consume produced commodities are the force
structure elements; whereas, those industries which produce
commodities for use in the force structure and by themselves
are the "support- tail" industries. Hence, for the "Electric
FYDP System" basic model the set of endogenous industries is
that set of industries which use output from themselves as
inputs to produce commodities required by the force struc-
ture. The set of exogenous industries is the complement to
the endogenous set. The hypothesis of constant coefficients
of production is applied only to the endogenous industry ac-
tivity vectors. According to Hatanaka's analysis, tlie._ hy-
pothesis of constant coefficients of consumption does not
apply to the inputs used by the exogenous industries. The /
applicability of input-output analysis for modeling a mili-
tary service hinges on whether or not a set oi endogenous
industries can be defined for which the coefficients of pro-
duction are constant during the time unit chosen. In the
case of the "Electric FYDP" force cost model it is not clear
that this question has been addressed. Searches by the author
for published or unpublished references have found no evidence
that such a question has been addressed elsewhere. The in-
tended set of endogenous industries is defined by the set of
commodity producing activities denoted by the B and D matrices
combined. However, the assertion of constant coefficients
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should be evaluated as to its appropriateness in this case.
It is not apparent that this has been done. The definition
of an appropriate set of endogenous industries is a diffi-
cult validation problem and is an area for further research
not addressed in this paper. This author will assume this
is possible.
The unit_of_time during which a given set of input-
output data is measured in order to derive the coefficients
of production is a critical specification affecting the as-
sertion of constant coefficients of production. The inputs
during a given period can be considered as the inputs used
for the production of outputs during the same period only
if the time period is long enough. Input-output analysis
requires that there exist some unit of time over which the
input-output coefficients may be considered constant. It
is not asserted that the input-output coefficients be con-
stant for just any period of time. If the model is to be
used to predict, this period must be at least one unit of
time in addition to the base period or the period for which
the input coefficients are computed. If the period covered
by the model is found to be shorter than this minimum period
then it is of little value in predicting. The constraining
factor in lengthening the period of applicability of an in-
put-output model is the capacity for gathering and process-
ing the data necessary to derive the input coefficients.
In the case of the "Electric FYDP" cost model it is not
evident that this time period has been explicitly defined.
No references can be found to indicate that it has been done.
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The time period necessary is two years. The base period
is implicitly defined as one year. The model parameters
are derived using base year data and are implicitly as-
serted to be constant for at least one additional year.
Again, for the "Electric FYDP" cost model to be a workable
model it should be tested to insure that the coefficients
do in fact remain constant for the two year period. Em-
pirical testing should be performed to confirm or deny the
assertion of constant coefficients..
As pointed out by Hatanaka, any criticism of input-
output analysis must be supported by empirical arguments.
The danger of asserting the hypothesis of constant coeffi-
cients is great or small only to the extent that the objec-
tive of the input-output model is strongly or mildly affected
by actual coefficient variations. In appraising the sources
of possible weakness of input-output analysis, Hatanaka pro-
vides three viewpoints from which the appraisal should be
considered. They are
1. Appraisal from the standpoint of theories of pro-
duction.
2. Weaknesses from the viewpoint of model building.
3. The basic problem in input-output analysis.
Each will be examined in turn.
It should be pointed out that the input-output analysis
force cost model used in the "Electric FYDP System" is a static
open input-output model. It is static because its parameters
represent flows for a fixed unit of time. It is open because
the factors of production "purchased" by the endogenous
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industries are not commodities "produced" by exogenous in-
dustries. Furthermore, the prices associated with the final
demand commodity Y are not prices determined in the market
place according to supply and demand. The prices associated
with Y are the imputed values derived from the dual linear
programming problem described earlier. There is no direct
link between the "worth" or "value" of the final demand Y
and the total cost of inputs to the endogenous industries.
From the viewpoint of theories of production, Hatanaka
addresses possible weakness of input-output analysis related
to the following:
1. Price substitution.
2. Level of output.
3. Factors of production outside the model.
4. Technological progress.
5. Natural and technological laws.
Industries may have alternative production vectors to produce
the same commodity. The choice of which to use is dependent
upon the prior knowledge of the relative prices of inputs.
However, Hatanaka points out that 1-0 analysis has no way
of identifying or nullifying the effects of changes in rela-
tive prices of inputs upon the input- coefficients of the en-
dogenous industries. Relative prices of inputs become a static
parameter like input coefficients. Any subsequent analysis
or prediction must take the set of relative prices of primary
inputs as given. If "zero draft" becomes a reality, the rela-
tive price of manpower with respect to other primary inputs
will change. The degree and timing of such a change will not
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be automatically detected by an 1-0 model. The effect will
be an incorrect estimate of force cost.
Constant input coefficients imply that the fixed coef-
ficients of production are independent of the levels of out-
put. According to Hatanaka [7] page ^ , if the industry
is to be treated as an endogenous industry, the input coef-
ficients are determined by a linear function of the form
x. . = a. -x. + 3- • . This linear form implies that a certain
amount of input is required for production regardless of
the level of output. In most cases, this is the real situ-
ation. However, the estimation of the parameters a., and
3- • is critical and no easy task. As Hatanaka points out,
there is no workable method to make input coefficients com-
pletely independent of the level of output. Hence, to the
degree that the endogenous industries of the economy being
modeled by 1-0 analysis exhibit constant returns to scale
within a reasonable interval about the base period level of
output, the model will be valid or will produce bad estimates.
The "Electric FYDP" costing model estimates x, . by
a..x.. This can be considered as a reduced form of the lin-





^-j where a.^. = x*../x*. approxi-
mates the function ct..x. + 3-- within a small interval about
x* . . The errors associated with this approximation could be
great or small depending upon the value of 3— and the devia-
tion of x. from x*..
For a given technology there are upper bounds on certain
input coefficients. When the upper bounds of an input coef-
ficient is approached as the level of output increases one of
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two possible courses must be taken in order to continue in-
creasing output. Either the technology must change or the
upper bound on inputs must increase. If technology is changed
then the input coefficients will change. If the upper bound
on inputs is increased then the approximation of the input co-
efficient by the method used in the "Electric FYDP" cost model
may be a poor approximation.
As an example, consider the expansion of the Officer Can-
didate Program within the Army to meet the Vietnam buildup in
1965. At Ft. Benning, the increase was from one battalion of
five companies to five battalions of from five to eight com-
panies per battalion. A similar increase occurred at other
training bases. This expansion occurred in increments. Each
expansion incurred additional fixed costs which were attributed
to the Officer Candidate Program. These fixed costs purchased
expansion facilities for the program in the form of buildings,
beds, desks, and other inputs. After each incremental expan-
sion, an abrubt increase in manpower input capability occur-
red. This created a new upper bound on manpower input to the
Officer Candidate Program which was gradually approached as
more output from the program was required. The consequence
of these incremental expansions in the Officer Candidate Pro-
gram is illustrated in Figures 9 and 10. In this case the
technology for producing candidates is kept constant. The
input in question is the manpower input. In Figure 9 the ob-
lique lines are all of the same slope, a, and represent the
total cost function, Y = ax+$. The parameter 3, represents


































































the variable cost associated with an input of level x. The
parameter 3 increases on equal amount as a result of each
expansion and is the reason for the step function appearance
of 3 as x increases. The constant slope, a, is the variable
portion of the technology and represents a constant cost in-
crease per unit of output. This cost function is used be-
cause accounting procedures generally account for total cost
in this manner. They are related to physically different
input commodities. Fixed costs are related to construction
of buildings, maintenance of buildings and facilities, and
other functions which must be purchased in large segments
in order to maintain a dormant capacity to supply these in-
puts as needed while varying output levels. Variable costs
are related to the material and service inputs immediately
acquired as a result of increasing output. This could be
cost related to increased food consumption which increases
as the number of manpower inputs increase.
Officer candidates are the output of the technology.
The manpower technology coefficient for this technology is
the average support input to produce one hundred candidates
of output. This coefficient is estimated in the "Electric
FYDP" cost model as Y/X = Z where Z is the coefficient of
production representing the number of support units of input
to the technology required to produce 100 officer candidates.
The average cost, assuming that all support inputs may be ag-
gregated in terms of dollars, is the cost of producing each
increment of one hundred candidates. In Figure 10 the aver-
age cost, Z, is plotted. It is a discontinuous function with
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discontinuities at each expansion point. The average cost,
assuming that Y = xct+$ is a valid cost relationship, will
vary between the two values of (3 2 +5a)/5 and (3i+5a)/5 de-
pending upon the level of output required of the technology.
These abrubt changes in average cost will not be detected
by the estimate procedures for input coefficients used in
the "Electric FYDP" cost model. Suppose the coefficient is
estimated by using the cost of producing 800 candidates.
From Figure 9 the quantities used are yi/xi=ai . The es-
timated average cost to produce 100 candidates is ai . Now
suppose it is desired to estimate the cost of producing 1000
candidates using ai as the coefficient of production. The
estimate of total cost to produce 1000 candidates would be
(ai)1000=y 2 , when the true total cost is y 3 . The effect has
been to underestimate the cost of increasing candidate output
from 800 to 1000.
Factors of production outside the model may cause changes
in the input coefficients. This weakness is particularly
serious when an open static input-output model is used. For
instance, the accumulation and use of capital goods during
an input period are not explicitly considered in the para-
meters of the model. This may cause changes in technologies
which result from changes in the input coefficients of a pro-
ducing activity if the time period covered by the model is
too long. The decrease in capital assets through loss, wear,
and theft can cause changes in the input coefficients for
the same reason. For example, if the Army purchases new and
technologically more effecient tanks for use in its armored
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divisions and uses 30% less new tanks per armored division
than the old tanks, the input of tanks per armored division
would actually decrease. However, the model would not reflect
this change in technology. The training requirements for
the new tanks may be greater which could cause an increase
in training-hours per trained tank crew. This change in
technology would not be reflected in the parameters of the
model. The model would produce an over-estimate of cost in
the first case and an under-estimate in the second case.
The hypothesis of constant input coefficients is de-
pendent upon the existence of invariable technological laws
determining the amount of input required to produce a unit
of output of a given product. If no technological law ex-
ists, or it is modified over time, the hypothesis of con-
stant input coefficients is difficult to support. If the
technological law describing the process being modeled is
altered by beaurocratic decisions, coefficients change. In
the case of endogenous industries of a military service it
is not clear that a fixed "technological law" can be des-
cribed which determines the amount of inputs required to pro-
duce a unit of output. An example is the civilian manpower
input to the operation and maintenance of large training cen-
ters run by the Army such as Ft. Ord, California and Ft. Dix,
New Jersey. The permanent civilian employee strength of such
an installation is largely determined by Tables of Distribu-
tion. They are subject to annual review and change. Tables
of Distribution assign a number of civilians per unit of type
of activity. These annual changes are brought about by
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compromise between two forces. One is the pressure to cut
down on support costs. The second is the desire on the part
of managers to keep their civilian employee strength at
levels which will provide adequate support of their inter-
ests. During periods of strong economy pressure the annual
compromise is normally in favor of cutting support costs.
During periods of rising budget levels the direction of com-
promise is reversed. There exists no invariable technolog-
ical law which reflects the permanent civilian manpower levels
per unit of type of activity at such an installation for a
period longer than one year.
From the standpoint of model-building, 1-0 analysis has
possible weakness reflected by changes in input-coefficients
due to aggregation of production lines. In the sub-economy
to be modeled it is assumed that there exists an industrial
classification such that the input coefficients can be con-
sidered constant. However, it may be that the classification
for which this hypothesis is true is so refined that the 1-0
tables are intractable for even electronic computers. If
this is the case, then industries must be aggregated into a
smaller subset and that subset is used to model the same sub-
economy. However, in this subset of aggregated industries,
the hypothesis of constant input coefficients may not be true.
Then the question becomes that of how gross can the aggrega-
tion of industries become before the variation in input coef-
ficients becomes intolerable from a predictive viewpoint.
Some aggregation methods will produce smaller variations in
input coefficients from period to period than others. The
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sensitivity of the model to aggregation errors should be
tested in order to predict confidently with the model. In
the case of the "Electric FYDP System" basic model, no evi-
dence can be found by the author that aggregation errors
have been examined. The support activities and consuming
activities for the "Electric FYDP" force costing model, used
to estimate costs for Army force structures, are very highly
aggregated. The force structure is specified using the Land
Forces Classification System. It is a very coarse aggregate
of the Army force structure in terms of Division Force Equiv-
alents and different stages of deployment. The degree to
which this coarse aggregation causes costing errors is un-
known .
An example of the coarseness of aggregation is the ag-
gregation which occurs in specifying the inputs required by
the support in a Division Force Equivalent. A Division Force
Equivalent comprises the division and all supporting units
which will be required by the division when it is employed in
combat operations. Hence, the Division Force Equivalent is
an aggregate measure of the division, the initial support re-
quired by the division after deployment (ISI) , and the sus-
taining support increment (SSI) . The ISI is an aggregation
of all those initial combat support requirements of the divi-
sion. The SSI is an aggregate of all additional combat sup-
port required by the division for an indefinite time after
it has been committed to combat operations. Support includes
many types of functions such as maintenance support. The
maintenance function requires many different types of maintenance
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activities. Aircraft maintenance, electronic maintenance,
armament and fire control maintenance, wheeled vehicle main-
tenance, troop housing maintenance are but a few. In order
to specify the maintenance support for a divisio'n force
equivalent force structure vector, the aggregation of all
maintenance activities must occur. It is the author's opin-
ion that this aggregate is very coarse.
Hatanaka points out that the dilemma of input-output
analysis is that each industry is analyzed in two respects [6]
.
One is from its role as a consuming industry and the other
from its role as a producing industry. The input coefficient
a- • reflects both these aspects simultaneously. In the role
as a consuming industry it appears as the ith consumer. In
its role as a producing industry, it appears as the j tn pro-
ducer. The 1-0 dilemma appears in that the industrial clas-
sification for each role must be the same. Hence, if the
coefficients of a., and a.
+1 ., for industry j as producer
and for industries i and i+1 as consumer, tend to move in
the opposite direction as changes in the industries take
place (changes due to technological changes, introduction of
new production lines, levels of output, etc.), their aggre-
gation into industry I=i+(i+l) may produce a stable aggregate
input coefficient aj - =a
± j
+a
i + l j* However, if they
move in
like directions as changes occur, their aggregation may pro-
duce an unstable a T . . These variations are very difficult
to determine.
In the case of the "Electric FYDP" force costing model
it is not evident that the workability of input-output analysis
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has been addressed. From the subjective analysis of the
basic model presented in this section, it is the author's
opinion that the basic model should be subjected to inten-
sive review if it is to be used as a descriptive model.
Such a review should address the logic of the model from
the standpoint of Hatanaka's scheme of analysis. It is not
being asserted that the basic model is incorrect, but that
the workability of the "Electric FYDP" force cost model for
use as a descriptive force costing model is unknown. Until
such a searching review is complete, answers derived from
the "Electric FYDP System" should be used with some degree
of reservation.
Because the "Electric FYDP" basic model depends so
heavily upon the parameters or matrix elements, their esti-
mation is critical. The next section of this paper will
address some of the problems in estimating these parameters
and suggest methods for better parameter estimation.
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VI. PARAMETER ESTIMATION PROBLEMS AND SENSITIVITY OF COST
MODEL TO PARAMETER VARIATIONS
A. DISCUSSION
A requirement for the workability of input-output anal-
ysis for use as a predictive or descriptive model of an eco-
nomic sector is constant coefficients of production for at
least one time period longer than the base period. This re-
quirement makes the estimation of input coefficients an im-
portant step in specifying the structure of an input-output
model. Confidence in the general validity of the input-out-
put model is related to the confidence one can express in
the model parameters. The data used to estimate the para-
meters of the "Electric FYDP" cost model are subject to ag-
gregation, reporting, and measurement errors. The consequences
of these errors are unknown. Variations between two data
points measured at different times can be attributed in part
to changes in technologies which occur over time as described
in Section V.
The "Electric FYDP System" cost model currently uses a
simultaneous estimate of the model parameters. They are si-
multaneous at least in that the parameters for each row are
completely estimated at one time. Entries for each element
in each matrix are derived from the data of a single base
year. For instance, suppose it was observed that in FY'68,
force structure Y* used X* support commodities; and, X* used
Z* of primary inputs. In addition, suppose that each element
of all matrices has been identified using observed data. At
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this stage, the model could be represented as
f _
Z*
X*. - x*. .
1J
1=1,.. ,m i=l,.. ,m
j=l,.. ,n
A








m+ k. i =m+l, .
.
,m+k
j=l,.. ,n J =n+l,.. ,n+m
Y*
X*
where an element in the upper right corner of the matrix rep-
resents the observed amount of commodity i required to pro-
duce commodity j . An element in the upper left corner of the
matrix represents the observed amount of commodity i used by
the j tn element of Y* . Similarly, an element of the lower
left corner of the matrix represents the observed amount of
primary input i used by the j th element of Y* . An element
in the lower right quadrant of the matrix represents the ob-
served amount of primary resource i used to produce the j tn
element of the support commodity vector X*.
The parameters of the model are estimated by normalizing
each entry with appropriate elements from the known observed










denotes that a., is an estimate of a... Similarwhere 'V




b ij i e {1,2, . . . ,m}




ij i e {m+1 ,m+2, . .
.
,m+k}
1J 7 i j e {1,2,... ,m}
c . . =
Z*
j _ ij i e (m+1 ,m+2 , . .
.
,m+k}
ii x*J i j e {n+1 ,n+2 , . .
.
,n+m}
where in all cases either x*.eX* or Y* . eY*
.
1 i
Assuming that more than one data point is available, the
estimation procedures which could be used may differ from the
current parameter estimation method. With two sample points
or more, a sample variance can be computed to estimate the
variance associated with the estimated coefficient. With the
sample variance, a confidence interval for the estimator of
the coefficient can be derived. The benefit to be derived
from the use of more than one sample point is increased con-
fidence in the estimator.
In the case of the "Electric FYDP"- cost model there are
several different linear statistical models which could be
used to estimate the parameters of the cost model. An ex-
cellent description of several different linear statistical
models is given in Dhrymes [8] and Graybill [9]. In this
author's opinion, all of these models may be separated into
two groups. One group is that group of linear statistical
models which estimates each technological coefficient as an
individual random variable. Estimation procedures derived
from these models provide estimates of each technology in-
dependent of all other technologies being modeled. Linear
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statistical models from this group provide a descriptive
estimator for each technology, hence these will be referred to
as descriptive parameter estimation models. The functionally
related model described by Graybill [9] and the errors in
variables model with a stochastic error term described by
Johnston [10] are two models in the group of descriptive
parameter estimation models.
The second group of models are those which provide the
predictive parameter estimation models. Hence, they will be
referred to as predictive parameter estimation models. This
group of linear statistical models is described by Dhrymes
[8] . Models of this group provide simultaneous estimates of
all model parameters, in this case, the entire 1-0 structure,
by using simultaneous multiple equation regression analysis
models. Ordinary least squares, two stage least squares,
and Aitken estimators derived from simultaneous multiple
equation regression analysis models are three such estimators
discussed in Dhrymes [8] . These models estimate all techno-
logical coefficients of all technologies being modeled in a
simultaneous manner. The linear statistical models of both
groups associate an estimated variance with each input coef-
ficient of all technologies being modeled.
As a demonstration of the difference which may exist
between a predictive and a descriptive estimator consider the
following example. Suppose a logical relationship is defined
by
y = ax ,
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where a is a coefficient which describes the causal rela-
tionship of x and y. Let (y i ,x i ) , i = l , . . . ,n , be a random
sample of observed values of y and x. Let y./x.=a be a
one sample point estimate of a. Then an estimate of a is
given by
n y±
1 = 1 x.
Suppose n = 2 and
CC/i^) } = {(!,!), (2, 3)}
Then
a = (3/3 + 2/3)/2 = 5/6 .
On the other hand, suppose one seeks a predictive parameter
which predicts y using x. Then
y = Bx +y
is the linear regression of y on x where y is a random er-
ror term. Suppose it is known that y is normally distributed
with mean zero and variance a 2 . Let (y-,x.) be a random sam-
ple of observed values of y and x. ,i = l , . .
.
,n. The observed
samples each represent one equation of the form
y. = Bx i
+ y.
The model can be written compactly as
Y = Bx + y
where
cov(y) = E[y f y] = a 2 I = S





a type of regression estimator called an Aitken estimator
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where by the formula for Cov (y)
Q 2 I = .1
I .lJ
1 [.1 o] [10
TOT
() .1 10
The descriptive estimate of a was a = 5/6 while the predic-
tive estimate 3 is $ = .7. Both were derived using the same
data but with different estimation models.
B. DESCRIPTIVE PARAMETER ESTIMATION
Given that the model is to be used as a descriptive model
each model parameter should be considered as an individual
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random variable. Descriptive parameters might be used to
determine cost factors with the model which in turn might
be compared with cost factors from service cost factor man-
uals [3]. Estimation of all model parameters then requires
that an observed sample of Y, Z", and all matrix entries.
The observed values of these entries are subject to random
variations. These variations are attributable to the fol-
lowing observation errors. For economic data these varia-
tions are due to aggregation errors, reporting errors in
measurement at the source of the data. Variations between
data points measured at different points in time are in part
due to changes in technologies which occur between the two
points in time. The net effect of the aggregation of these
errors is to produce random variations in the observed matrix
entries
.
If one is interested in estimating the descriptive pa-
rameters of a technology, then each coefficient should be
considered as a random variable with some probability dis-
tribution which has a finite mean and finite variance. Each
technology coefficient is then estimated by finding the
best estimate of its mean. In the case of the "Electric FYDP"
cost model one is interested in the technological coefficients
a. . defined by a.. = (x-./x.). Each a., has a uni-variate
distribution with a mean and variance. It is desirable that
more than one sample point be used to estimate a. . . If n
observations of x. . and x. are available, then the best es-




where "best" will be precisely defined late in this section.
An alternative method of estimating the parameters, recom-
mended if predictive parameters are desired, is to use re-
gression in order to simultaneously estimate the coefficients.
The use of regression derives estimates of all coefficients
by a simultaneous equation regression model. All coefficients
are estimated simultaneously using an observed sample of all
matrix entries. If n observed samples of equal size were
used to derive n estimates of all prediction coefficients,
they would represent observed values of some multi-variate
distribution. This multi-variate distribution requires in-
tricate matrix algebra to derive estimators for its mean and
covariance matrix. The techniques which are used to derive
the best prediction estimator are discussed in general in
the next section.
Currently, one sample is used to estimate each coeffi-
cient of each technology. Conceivably, similar estimating
procedures would be used by DoD with sample sizes larger than
one. By this author's classification, this would imply that
descriptive parameters are desired. However, the model is
chiefly being used to predict. In the author's opinion, pre-
diction parameters should be estimated using regression tech-
niques. These methods are much more intricate in a mathematical
sense. They will be discussed in a later part of this section.
If descriptive parameters are desired, then the current esti-
mation derived using only one sample point is a poor estima-
tor as will be shown below.
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Suppose that X represents a random variable and (xi,x 2 ,
. .
.
,x ) represents a random sample of observations of X.
Further suppose that X has the normal probability distribu-
tion with unknown mean, y, and unknown variance, a 2 . How
can the observed sample be used to get a good estimate of
the mean?
If two estimators of the mean of a random variable are
proposed as the best estimate, one must use statistical prop-
erties of estimators to determine a comparative measure of
"goodness." These properties are called bias, efficiency,
and consistency.
Suppose that y is an estimator of the mean for the nor-
mal random variable X. Let
{y i >, i
= l,. . . ,n,
represent a sequence of values for y computed from n repeated
samples on X of equal size. The estimator y^ is also a ran-
dom variable with probability density function related to
the density function for X. Let f~(s) represent the con-
tinuous density function for y. Then by definition the es-
timator y is an unbiased estimator of y if
E[y] = fw sf-(s)ds = y.
Let y* be a second estimator of y. Suppose that




where k and \\> are constants. In this case, y* would be a
biased estimate of y.
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The second statistical property used to compare esti-
mators is the efficiency property of estimators. Suppose
that y and y* are both unbiased estimators of y for the
same sample and that the variances of y and y* are denoted
by a 2 " and a 2 * respectively . By definition, if a 2 " < a 2*,
y y J J ' y y »
then y is a more efficient estimator of y than is y*.
The third statistical property used to judge the com-
parative "goodness" of estimators is the property of con-
sistency. Let y be an estimator of the parameter y based
upon a sample of size n. Then by definition y is a con-
sistent estimator of y if
lim { Probability [|y - y|<e]}= 1
n+°°
n
for any e > 0. Note that this is a statement about a sequence
of probabilities as the sample size increases without bound.
The consistency property of an estimator is an asympotic
property in that it makes an assertion about the behavior
of an estimator as the sample size becomes infinite. It says
nothing about finite sample size estimates [11].
Estimators may be classified as linear or non-linear
depending on whether or not the estimator is a linear or non-
linear function of the sample. Let y be a linear estimator
of y. By definition y is the best linear unbiased estimator
of y . if
:
(1) y is a linear function of the sample,
(2) E[y] = C sf^(s)ds = y
(3) among the set of all estimators y* which also sat-
isfy (1) and (2), a 2 " < a 2 *. Let X be a random variable with
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finite mean, y, and finite variance, a 2 . From statistical




) is a random sample of X then the
best linear unbiased estimator of y is given by y where
V = (ill *i /n .
Note that the above is true regardless of the probability
distribution of X. It can also be shown [11] that if
lim E[y] = y
n-*»
and
lim (a 2 ;) =
then y is a consistent estimator of y. Also, from statistical
theory [11] it is true that for any random variable with fi-







The degree of confidence one has in such an estimator
for a given sample size is expressed by use of confidence
intervals. The use of confidence intervals permits one to
determine two pieces of information. First, one can deter-
mine a range of actual numerical values one feels the para-
meter may assume. Secondly, one can express one's confidence,
on the basis of an observed sample, that the range of numeri-
cal values brackets the true unknown value of the parameter.
Let X again be a normal random variable with unknown mean, y,
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and unknown variance, a 2 . Let (xi,x 2 ,...,x ) be a random
sample of X. From statistical theory the 100(l-a)l con-
fidence interval for y is given in Larsen [11] (page 245)
as
Probability [Li < y < L 2 ] = (1-a)
where
Li = y l-a/2 ' /n~
L 2 = y + t l-a/2
v^r
l-i (x, - y)(n-1) i = l ^ i
t
l-'a/2
= 10 °( 1_a ) percentile point of the t dis
tribution with n-1 degrees of freedom.
n = sample size,
n
a = confidence coefficient such that 0<a<<l.
Note that the length of the confidence interval
I
L 2 - L, |,
varies inversely as the sample size n. It also is dependent
upon an estimate of the sample variance S, which requires
more than one sample to compute.
This implies that for a given confidence coefficient,
a, the length |L 2 - L x | decreases as n increases. Using a
sample size of one to compute a 100 (1-a) % confidence interval
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on u yields the largest possible confidence interval if a
is specified.
It is the author's opinion that the normality assump-
tion for each parameter could be applied to the parameters
of the "Electric FYDP" model. It is a reasonable assumption
to make and it is frequently assumed when the true distri-
bution of a model parameter is unknown. If one accepts the
normality assumption, then a one sample point estimate of
the expected value of the parameter is the least confident
estimate available. Of course, if only one sample is avail-
able, then a one sample point estimate is better than none
at all; but, it is one in which the least confidence can be
expressed. In the case of the "Electric FYDP" cost model
it appears that a one sample estimate of each coefficient
is used. Hence, a larger sample size should be used to es-
timate the parameters of the "Electric FYDP" cost model if
at all possible.
In the author's opinion, it seems that a mathematical
algorithm could be found to determine a estimator for total
force cost variance implied by the use of the normality as-
sumptions on each model parameter. Derivation of such a
total force cost variance is an area for future research;
however, conceptual ideas of how such a variance could be
used in force cost analysis is presented later in this sec-
tion.
C. ESTIMATION OF PREDICTIVE PARAMETERS
Given that it is desired to use the "Electric FYDP"
model as a force cost predicting model, then it may be
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possible to derive "good" predictive parameter estimates by
use of multiple equation regression models to estimate pre-
dictive parameters for a system of simultaneous equations.
Several types of multiple equation regression estimators for
the parameters of a model such as the "Electric FYDP" cost
model exist and are well explained in Dhrymes [8], Depend-
ing upon the assumptions one is willing to make about the
error vector of the statistical model, ordinary least squares
or two stage least squares, among other more sophisticated
methods, may be applied to determine linear unbiased, ef-
ficient, and consistent estimators. A very detailed dis-
cussion of the assumptions required in order to apply these
estimation techniques is presented by Dhrymes. The use of
such procedures should be carefully researched to insure that
necessary statistical assumptions are valid. Such research
is not presented in this paper.
Dhrymes provides a review of classical methods used to
simultaneously estimate the parameters of a system of simu-
ltaneous equations by use of multiple equation regression
models. The form of all models discussed by Dhrymes derive
from the basic general linear model
n
7 t i^ 3 i xti + u t , t = 1,2,. ..,T ,
where y is the explained variable, x . the explanatory vari-
ables which are usually assumed to be constant, t indexes
the observations of the explained and explanatory variable,
and 3. represents unknown predictive parameters which are to
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be estimated. The y represents an unobservable error term
which is usually assumed to have the normal probability dis-
tribution with a mean of zero and a variance, a 2 . There is
one such regression model for each equation of the system
of simultaneous equations. Hence, there is a vector of
error terms for each observed set of data points. Assump-
tions concerning the covariance matrix of the error vector
indicate which of the estimators described by Dhrymes that
should be applied. It is assumed that more than one set of
observed independent data points are available.
Several problems may be encountered when applying re-
gression techniques to a system of simultaneous equations.
One such problem is called auto-correlation. This problem
describes the condition in which the error terms for each
successive sample in each equation are correlated in a
statistical fashion with one another. The consequence of
auto-correlation is that the derivation of ordinary least
squares estimates will produce inefficient estimators. A
second type of problem which can be encountered is called
multi-collinearity . This problem results when some or
all of the explanatory variables are highly correlated with
one antoher. If this condition exists estimates derived by
regression analysis may be biased, inefficient, and non-
consistent. The general linear model assumes that the vari
ance of error terms for each sample is constant. If this
assumption is not true the condition known as heteroscedas-
ticity is present. The consequences of heteroscedasticity
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can also lead to biased, inefficient, and inconsistent es-
timators of the model parameters. There are other problems
such as the ones described which can complicate and pos-
sibly render infeasible the use of regression analysis. An
excellent detailed discussion of simultaneous equation esti-
mation problems is presented in Johnston [10].
In this author's opinion, parameter estimation pro-
cedures for the "Electric FYDP" cost model could be derived
by application of simultaneous multiple regression equation
techniques. However, the possible presence and consequences
of auto-correlation, multi-collinearity , heteroscedasticity
,
and other simultaneous equation regression estimation pro-
blems should be carefully researched. If such a regression
method can be found which produces a good prediction estima-
tor, further research might also permit total force cost
variance to be associated with predicted force costs.
D. CONCEPTUAL USE OF TOTAL FORCE COST VARIANCE
In the author's opinion, the method selected to estimate
the parameters of the model should, if possible, permit a
variance to be associated with total force cost. The justi-
fication for this opinion and how such a variance would be
useful is discussed below. No attempt is made to present a
model. The ideas are conceptual only and represent, in the
author's opinion, a fruitful area for further research into
force cost analysis procedures.
The variance which can conceptually be associated with
total force cost could be used to assist decision makers in
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deciding which element of force structure to increment. In
a deterministic model it is readily apparent which element
of a force structure will cost more to increment.
For instance, suppose a military decision maker must
decide which of two elements of the force structure to in-
crease by one unit based upon cost considerations with all
other considerations including effectiveness between the
two systems being equal. With the basic model it is deter-
mined that force structures Y"- will cost Z"*- * in primary
inputs. Then let it be desired to determine the incremental
total cost of one more unit of the k*1 *1 element of Y^ J . Then
Y* ' is equal to Y *• ' except the k"1 element is increased by
_ r?l — T21
one. The basic model determines that Y L J will cost Z L J in
primary inputs. A similar step is taken to investigate Y *- '
which equals Y *• ' except the r tn element is increased by one,
and it is found that y'- * will cost Z * * in primary inputs.
The decision maker can determine the total cost of each force
structure by determining the total direct and indirect dollar
cost of each primary resource. This is done by using the
vectors u and E defined in Section III. The direct cost of
each force structure y * J would be
q[^
d
= ? .yW, 1=1,2,3.







and total cost of force structure Y'- 1 -' is computed by
Q
[i]





If the decision maker notes that Q < Q he should properly
conclude that more units of the ktn element can be bought
for a given cost than the r t element. But, assume that
— T 21the variance of the estimated cost of Y L J is greater than
the estimated cost of Y^ *. Let Q'- 1 -' be the expected force
cost for force Y'- 1 -' and a'- 1 -' be the standard deviation as-
sociated with Q^. If it should occur that Q^ < Q^
but a * * > a '
,
which system should be incremented? In this
situation a statistical decision rule could be derived which
will establish the choice which should be made. The decision
rule would be based upon the significance level of the stat-
istical test specified by the decision maker. For instance,
it may be specified that a system of the force structure will
be incremented only if there is a 901 confidence coefficient
that the estimate of it's cost is contained in a confidence
interval that does not overlap the confidence interval as-
sociated with the cost of an alternative system. For instance,
let the incremental cost of the i tn element of Y^ -* be Q'- 1 -'-
q11-" = A Q. 1 , where i = 2,3. Then a statistical decision rule as
described above would require that in order to increment sys-
tem k of the force structure, it must be the case that L 2 <
K] with
Probability [L x < AQ [2 ^ < L 2 ] > .98
Probability [K
x




where Li and L 2 are functions of a L J and Ki and K 2 are func-
tions of a* . The derivation of such a statistical test
hinges upon the capability of associating a confidence interval
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with each total force cost estimate as discussed at the end
of Section VI-B.
E. SENSITIVITY OF THE COST MODEL TO PARAMETER ERRORS
This paper will infer the sensitivity of the "Electric
FYDP" cost model to variations or errors in the estimation
of its parameters from an examination of a small version of
the model. At Appendix A the model has been represented by
matrices of small size in order that changes in parameters
can be easily made and their effect on solutions quickly
calculated. It is desired to observe the percentage change
in total force cost Q as small changes occur simultaneously
and individually in the parameters of the model. In the
first case the parameter bii of the B matrix is varied by
plus and minus 10%. The results were that a 10% increase
in bii caused a 3.76% increase in indirect cost Q T and a
2.6% increase in total cost Q. In this instance a variation
in one parameter is "damped" by the model. In the case where
a parameter of the A matrix is varied, a 2 2, a 10% increase
in a 2 2 caused a .64% increase in Q and a 10% decrease in a 2 2
caused a .3% decrease in Q. From these two sensitivity tests
it appears that estimation of the parameters of the B matrix
is the more critical.
Estimation errors are more likely to occur simultaneously
in all parameters. If all parameters of the simplified model
are simultaneously reduced 10% and increased 10% it is found
that a 10% decrease in all parameters caused a 20.1% decrease
in Q. In this case, it appears that estimation errors are
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greatly attenuated in size. However, it is unlikely that
all estimation errors will be in the same direction. Those
parameter estimates which are too large and those which are
too small would be on a random basis.
The inferences suggested by sensitivity analysis of
the simplified basic model at Appendix A is by no means con-
clusive. Again, extensive research should be done to deter-
mine the sensitivity of the costing model as the order of
the technological matrix increases in size, the level of
operation of the force structure changes, and as the size
and direction of the errors vary. It was noted that a 10%
uniform increase in all parameters of the basic model pro-
duced a 24.71 increase in Q; however, an equal uniform de-
crease in all parameters produced a 20.1% decrease in Q.
When percentage changes for direct costs Q and indirect
costs Q T were calculated it is observed that the 10% error
in the parameters is transmitted unchanged into a 10% error
in direct costs; however, the same 10% error is attenuated
into a 33.3% increase in indirect costs when parameters are
increased and a 26.5% decrease in indirect costs when all
parameters are decreased. It appears that the indirect cost
portion of the model is extremely sensitive to parameter
variations
.
An attempt was made by this author to derive an analy-
tical model which would permit sensitivity analysis of the
model in a more general manner. All efforts were thwarted
by the necessity to find an expression for the general ele-




This author could not determine an analytically tactable
expression of the general element of (I-B)~ as a function
of the B matrix elements.
The scenario of the sensitivity analysis at Appendix A
was selected by the author. The 101 error used in all cases
was arbitrarily selected. Because it seemed reasonable that
variations in the B matrix elements would telescope into a
much greater variation in total force cost, the sensitivity
of total and indirect force cost to variation in a single
element of the B matrix was calculated. This seemed rea-
sonable because the computations of (I-B) requires numer-
ous multiplication operations of the B matrix elements.
In a low order matrix this computation can be done by hand.
For matrices of order higher than four, the computation of
(I-B) ! becomes increasingly more time consuming. To show
the contrast, sensitivity of the model to variations in a
single parameter of the A matrix was performed. In order
to illustrate the extreme effects of parameter variations,
the two extreme cases in which all parameters take on ex-
treme 10% plus and 10% minus values is computed. It is
the author's opinion that this scenario is sufficient to
support a preliminary conclusion about the sensitivity of





The purpose of this paper has been to appraise the
"Electric FYDP System" force costing model as it is cur-
rently being used at DoD and propose areas for further re-
search to improve upon it. The "Electric FYDP System" is
certainly a step in the right direction for providing a
clear understandable dialoque between OSD(SA) and the mili-
tary agencies during the annual budgeting cycle. It is
also important that the "Electric FYDP System" force costing
model be a "good" model in the sense that confidence can be
associated with its estimates of future defense force struc-
ture costs.
"The Electric FYDP" basic model should be thoroughly
analyzed from the standpoint of its workability in modeling
a military service economy. Preliminary analysis has been
performed by the author using empirical knowledge of manage-
ment methods and technology of one service. In the author's
opinion, this preliminary analysis indicates that the con-
fidence which can be associated with the force cost esti-
mates produced by the "Electric FYDP" cost model is not
known. This paper points the way for analysis of the cost
model which may permit derivation of confidence statements.
Without the actual "Electric FYDP" cost model and necessary
data, the analysis proposed cannot be performed. Special
collection efforts may be required to obtain such data.
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When the model is to be used in a descriptive sense,
the problem of descriptive parameter estimation must be
solved. The current method of parameter estimation seems
to consider each parameter as a random variable to- be in-
dividually estimated. Currently, one sample is used to
estimate the coefficients of production parameters. This
is a serious criticism of the estimation procedure cur-
rently being used in that no measure of variance can be
associated with a one sample point estimate.
When the model is used as a predictive model, it is
the author's opinion that simultaneous multiple equation re-
gression analysis should be investigated as a possible method
of estimating predictive model parameters. However, care-
ful research should accompany the development of such a re-
gression model to insure that the presence of problems
associated with simultaneous multiple equation regression
analysis as pointed out briefly in Section VI is considered.
The consequences of errors in parameters of the "Elec-
tric FYDP" cost model have been indicated by a preliminary
Sensitivity analysis of a simplified version of the model.
In the author's opinion, this preliminary analysis warrants
further intensive investigation. The errors associated with
the answers produced by the model could conceptually be
critical to the problem of force structure modernization
scheduling. The benefit of associating a variance with total
force cost is the root of any statistical decision rule for
deciding which of two alternative systems of the force struc-
ture to increment when all other considerations except cost
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are equal. It is the author's opinion that research should
be conducted for the derivation of such a statistical deci-
sion rule for use by DoD decision makers.
All of the above implications are related to the as-
sertion that to use a force costing model that accounts for
possible variations in its parameter is better than using
a deterministic force costing model. It is the opinion of
the author that, 1) the "Electric FYDP System" basic model
can be converted from a deterministic model to a model
which can permit variations in parameters to be accounted
for in its costing methodology, and 2) the further benefits
that could be derived in the area of DoD fiscal management
and scheduling of force structure modernization warrant the
research effort which would be required.
B. AREAS OF FURTHER RESEARCH
Several areas for further research and study have been
suggested by this paper. A need exists for a force moderni-
zation scheduling algorithm as suggested and described in
Section II. Currently, there is no efficient rapid method
to create and examine all possible alternative schedules.
The problem has been described and a possible criterion for
alternative selection has been suggested, but the algorithm
must be produced.
The questions raised by Section V, about the workability
of 1-0 analysis, should be carefully researched in order to
determine conclusively whether or not the assumptions re-
quired by the basic model are in fact met. If the assumption
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of constant coefficients of production is not valid, the
effect of variations in the coefficients of the model should
be determined. In the area of parameter estimation two
subjects should be researched. If the model is to be used
as a descriptive model, then proper methods to estimate
good descriptive parameters must be researched and formula-
ted. Secondly, if the model is to be used as a prediction
model, then simultaneous multiple equation regression anal-
ysis techniques should be found to provide good estimators
of predictive parameters.
An additional area for further research is a complete
sensitivity analysis of the model. This should include an
examination of how errors in the support matrix increase or
decrease the total force cost and indirect force cost. This
analysis should also be done for models with matrices of
increasing sizes. Initial investigation indicates that this
could be a serious source of errors in the model.
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APPENDIX A: SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF SIMPLIFIED VERSION
OF BASIC MODEL
A. SENSITIVITY OF INDIRECT COSTS AND TOTAL COST TO SINGLE
B MATRIX PARAMETER ERROR
Let the following matrices represent a simplified















Y = (10, 4, 5)
Allow bii of the B matrix to vary plus and minus 10% and
determine the percentage change in total force cost and the
percentage change in indirect cost. For convenience define
the vector of primary input prices as p = (1,1,1). Denote
the B matrix with bii increased by 10% as B* and with bn
decreased by 10% as B**. From the operation of the model,










.1^ 1 3 2' rio' ^53.7'






















X** = (I-B**)" -A-Y
10
X** = 1/.544 .4(
10
73
2 1 'lO' '51.3'
1 4 = 54.4
5,
With the required commodities vector for each case computed,
the primary input vector 1 and the indirect primary input
vector Z
T





Z = C-Y + D-X
Zj = D-X.








6^ '10' (2 ll '53.7'
7 4 + .5 2
2
t




2 l' '53.7' '163.0'








4 3 6' 10' ' 2 1' '56.2'
8 3 7 4 + .5 2 56.9
5 3 2






'2 1^ r56.2' 169.3'
.5 2 56.9 = 141.9
3
.4, 191.4







7" ** = 134.4
175.7
Using the defined vector of primary input prices the total
and indirect cost for each of the three cases is computed
by
Total Cost = Q = p-I
Total Indirect Cost = Q, = p-Tj
Hence
,













= 783.6Q* = p-Z* = (1,1,1)
Qj* = P'Z*j = 502.6
p-Z** = (1,1,1)
Qj** = P'Zj** = 466.5






Q* - 9 x
Q
100 = 783 - 67 .: l
6SA
x 100 = 2.61765 . 4
and indirect cost, Q T , increase by
£*__^ x 100 = 502 -^: f 84 - 4 x 100 = 3.76%
I
484.4











B. SENSITIVITY OF INDIRECT COSTS AND TOTAL COSTS TO ERRORS
OF A SINGLE A MATRIX PARAMETER
Permit a 2 2 to vary plus and minus 10% and calculate
the percentage changes in direct costs and total cost of
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a specified force structure. In this case A* will have a 2 2
increased by 101 above its value in A and A** will have a 2 2
decreased by 10% below its value in A. All other model
parameters will remain unchanged.
The first calculation is to determine the required




Hence, substituting the appropriate values in the above




3 2 'i(T '53.6'
2 1 4 = 55.4
t
5,







3 2 '10' '53.6'




The required primary input vector is then calculated by
1 3 2 1 10' r 53.6"
1 1.8 1 4 = 55.4
j 5 J
Z = C-Y + D-X




Again, substituting the appropriate quantities for each




3 6^ i<n 2 1) '53. 6^




















127 + 140.0 = 267.0




6' '10 2 1'













The required indirect primary inputs Z-, for each case are
then computed by substituting the appropriate quantities
into Z D'X. Hence
z
i
2 1 r 53.6 ^163.0'






' 2 l 1 '53. 6^ r 163.8'








2 1 '53.6' '161.7




Using the price of primary inputs as p = (1,1,1) the total
force cost and indirect cost for each case is calculated
by
Total Cost = Q = p«Z"
Hence,
Indirect Cost = Q T = p*Z T
245.0










Q*i = (1,1,1) 140.0
183.4
'243.7
Q** = (1,1,1) 262.8
254.6
'161.7










The percentage changes in Q and (X as a result of the 101
increase and decrease in a 2 2 is found by substituting the
appropriate quantity for each case into
Percent Change in Q = AQ/Q xlOO
Percent Change in Q, = AQj/Qj xlOO
Doing this for each case yields:
CASE I. a 2 2 increased by 10%




x l00 = .631





CASE II. a 22 - decreased by 10%






480 1 - 484 4
Percent Change in Qj= 434 4 x lOO = .8;
C. SENSITIVITY OF TOTAL COST TO UNIFORM SIMULTANEOUS
CHANGES IN ALL MODEL PARAMETERS
In this instance it is desired to observe the per-
centage change in total cost Q when all parameters of the
model are simultaneously increased by 10% and simultaneously
decreased by 10%. The superscript "*" will denote that all
parameters of the current calculation have been increased
by 10% and the superscript "**" will denote a decrease of
10% in all parameters.
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Again, the first step is to calculate the required
commodities vector X by substituting the appropriate
quantities into
X = (I-B) A-Y
Since base case will remain unchanged it will not be re
calculated. From the previous section
(53.6'
= [55. 4.
In the other two cases
and














.09^ r .9 2.7 1.8 r 10
.36 .73 .9 1.8 .9 4
5
The next step is to calculate the required primary input
vector Z for each case. Again, because Z will remain un-
changed for the base case of the previous section it will
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not be re -computed. Hence, substituting the appropriate
quantities into
























Z**= c**«Y + D**»X**
Z** =
'3.6 2.7 5.4 1 '10'
7.2 2.7 6.3 4 +
^4.5 2.7 1.8 5
.9' '44. 7^ 194.5"





Using the primary input price vector p = (1,1,1) to calculate
total cost from
Total Cost = Q = p'Z"
and substituting appropriate quantities for each case yields
Q = p-Z = 765.4
q* = p.z*= (1,1,1)









The direct cost and indirect cost may be calculated by-
Direct Cost = p-Zjj = p«C«Y = QD
Indirect Cost = p-Z
-
, = p«D-X = Qj
Substituting appropriate quantities into each of these equa-
tions for each case yields:
Qn = (1,1,D










138.1 = 484 4
183.3.
90. 2
139.'7 = 309 1
79.2,
215.'r
187.;I = 645 .4
242. \l_
73.11





) = 358 1
136.15
In summary, the percentage change in direct costs,





Case I . All model parameters increase by 10%.







Percent Change in QD = ^*D
" %











Case II. All model parameters decreased by 10%.







Percent Change in QD =
Q D ' Qd
x1qq , 252.9 - 281.0xl00
\^Y) Zol . U
= - 10.0%
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